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Introducing the New
WTGF Youth Webpage:
Cynthia Guillemin – Fit For Life!
achievements and what you hope to
accomplish through keeping fit and
healthy with sport and activity.
Cynthia’s story below is an inspiration
for everyone and a great illustration
of the Federation’s aim for all young
transplant recipients.
“Your heart beats faster and faster. Your
muscles get tense. You can feel the first
sweats flowing down your forehead
making its way through your face until
it reaches the floor leaving a trace of
your effort. Your cheeks are turning a
pinkish red, leaving you with a healthy
look. And healthy you know what it
means now, better than anyone else.
You can feel it, live it better than anyone
else”.
“You have always been full of energy!” a
quote from my mom who has a few grey
hairs for which I might be the cause.
Not only for obvious reasons that had
to do with my kidney transplant at six
years old but the drive that came from
it that made me want to embrace life to
the fullest.

Cynthia at the World
Transplant Games in
2003, Nancy, France
The
World
Transplant
Games
Federation launches a new Youth
Section on our WTGF website! This is
the place for WTGF to showcase the
benefits of sport in youth, provide
information on all the sports events at
the Games for competitors under 18
years of age, as well as keeping you up
to date with various youth activities
and events around the world. Be
sure to visit our website, www.wtgf.
org and click on the new tab called
“Youth”
As a young transplant recipient, we
encourage you to send us your story,
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Like any child given boundaries, I
chose to do the one thing that I was
forbidden to do whilst waiting for my
transplant…physical activity! Freedom
would be the word that comes to mind
reflecting on it now. It helped build my
confidence as a young child. People
could finally see… ME. The ME, that
wanted to swim several times a week.
The ME that wanted to blend with
others and prove to the world
and to myself that I wasn’t just
a sad story ending happily,
that there was more to the
story.
The journey continued
two years later in
Orlando,
Florida
at
the
US
Transplant
Games. I was 8 years
old surrounded by
thousands of people

sharing a common story, reunited by
sport. All here to compete. But not to
win that kind of battle. They have won
one of the most beautiful battles ever.
They had actually won the war.
Another two years on in Kobe, Japan for
the WTG and again two years later in
Nancy, France. It became an addiction,
always craving more. Next, I was in
the Swiss Alps learning how to ski at
TACKERS, a Transplant Adventure Camp
for Kids from all over the world. New
friends were made and confidence built
far beyond ourselves back home. We
were able to go up on the mountains
and ski until our legs couldn’t take it
anymore. We would be breathless,
bruised, cold but we wanted to get it
right because we were in control this
time. There wasn’t any greater feeling.
That is what physical activity has been
for me over the years after receiving a
transplant. A continuous journey, with
the voice of my six-year-old self in
my mind telling me that she can do it.
My routine is balanced between work,
physical activities, travels, friends,
music festivals…nothing that a sensible
25-year-old wouldn’t be doing.
Follow that same journey. Be the
captain of your own ship. Author of
your own book. Go out there and prove
to the world that there is greatness in
being unstoppable because that is
what you become.
Cynthia and WTGF would really
appreciate YOUR views on the new
webpage – please let us know
what YOU would like to see there
and we will try to make it happen!
www.wtgf.org

Cynthia at TACKERS 2017
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Baebhen (bottom
right) enjoying
her new role at
TACKERS 2017

Young Baebhen at TACKERS

TACKERS
2017
Baebhen’s Story
When I was 5 days old, I had a liver
transplant to cure a fatal condition.
Thanks to the abilities of my surgeon
and bravery of my parents, I hold a
Guinness world record for being the
youngest liver transplantee. This has
led me to my achievement which I
am most proud of; providing hope to
others affected by transplants.
I was seven years old when I first went
to TACKERS, a week which proved to be
one of the most thrilling experiences,
opening my eyes to an inner strength
and self-belief which was reinforced
each time I took part. With the careful
and experienced guidance of Liz
Schick, the volunteers, counsellors,
and medical team, I was introduced
to a world full of fun, friendship
and activities which allowed me to
appreciate and be proud of myself,
and the realisation that I can fulfil my
dreams and reach my goals like any
other child.
A week on the snowy slopes of Anzére
in the Swiss Alps, learning to ski, and
hanging out with children who had had
transplants too, was the perfect recipe

for forming happy memories and great
friendships and I remain in contact with
many of those friends I made during
my time at TACKERS. We could safely
stretch our wings and discover our own
independence. It was also a chance
for our parents to see our abilities for them to see that we need not be
limited by our transplant. And there
were so many activities to keep the
fun going; arts and crafts, dog-sledding,
paragliding, fancy-dress party, karaoke.
Every day and evening was different
and exciting.
On returning this year for the
first time as a volunteer, it
struck me how different the
perspective is as an adult,
and how as a child I took for
granted all the work and effort
the TACKERS team puts into
the success of the camp.
Great thought and care is put
into the week, and I got to
look behind the curtain of
the magic. I thoroughly
enjoyed reliving the
brilliant time I had
at TACKERS with the

new crop of kids, and it’s a wonderful
feeling to give something back. The
camaraderie between the volunteers
and councillors was a brilliant new
experience for me. Many of the children
I have seen there were more cautious,
afraid that they couldn’t do the same
things other children could, because
of what they had been through. The
most rewarding part of TACKERS is
seeing these children gain confidence
and believe they can reach their full
potential. I watched the kids grow and
enjoy the camp in the same way I did,
all those years ago. I remember the
sense of accomplishment being able to
ski at the end of the week, and seeing
the kids this year swell with that same
pride was a joy to be part of. Having
had a transplant myself and taken part
in TACKERS as a child, and returning
as a volunteer, I would like to think it
reinforces the connection between the
children and the volunteers. It is both a
privilege and an honour to be a part of
the family that is TACKERS.
For me, TACKERS had a huge influence
on my life, giving me the confidence
to seek out new experiences. TACKERS
showed me I can do whatever I put my
mind to, and to help other kids make
that realisation is a great source of
pride. TACKERS is a celebration of the
life which all the donors have gifted
us, without their selflessness this
would not be possible. All of us
transplant kids have been given
a second chance at life, and it’s
worth living to the full - just go
out and do it!
Baebhen Schuttke

Baebhen at
TACKERS 2017
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10th All-Poland Transplant & Dialysis
Sports Championships and Skiing
Consultation – Fit for Life! in Poland
28th February to 5th March 2017 Zakopane
The 10th All-Poland Transplant and
Dialysis Sports Championships were
held earlier this year, combined with
alpine skiing and cross-country skiing
consultations. It was the Polish Fit for
Life!

Another leader promoting the physical
activity initiative Fit for Life! for Polish
patients is Krystyna Murdzek – now 15
years post kidney transplantation.

39 people took part in this event,
including 23 transplant patients, three
coaches, a doctor, two family donors and
21 transplantation supporters, members
of the Polish Association.
For the first time, a study visit was
organized by Goethe Institute in Minsk
and two people from Belarus took part
in the activities with Polish patients.
They were Tatiana Tkhorowa and Michaił
Kazauka from the Transplantation &
Dialysis Organization.
The Belarussian participation resulted
from a lecture given by Chair of the Polish
Transplant Sports Association, Krystyna
Murdzek, in Moscow in November 2016,
entitled “The Importance of Physical
Activity for Transplant Patients. Voluntary
Organ Donation.” An invitation for the
visit came from a Russian organization,
Nephro League.
Sports activities were held in two groups:
cross-country ski-school and downhill
ski-school. The schools were divided
into beginners and an advanced group.
Patients who put on skis for the first
time also took part. Cross-country skiing
equipment was rented by the Association
and professional instructors and coaches
ran the training sessions. Within the
framework of the training transplant
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Tatsiana Tkhorova and
Michail Kazuka from Belarus
patients, donors and accompanying
people took part in swimming pool and
gym activities.
Participation in the organized physical
activity was crowned with sports
competitions. The Polish champions
in 1km cross-country skiing were
Anna Abramczyk, Łukasz Bojanowski,
Marek Jawor, Andrzej Lewandowski,
Teodora and Artur Jarmolowicz; and
in alpine skiing Piotr Hołubowski,
Lukasz Bojanowski, Artur and Teodora
Jarmołowicz. Also, a snowboarding event
was held won by Jakub Janczewski.
Medals and commemorative cups were
awarded.
All
of
the
competitors
were
accommodated in the Main Sports
Centre in Zakopane.
Prof Andrzej Chmura, WTGF Country
Representative and Team Manager for
Poland since 2004, watched over the
safety and health of the competitors.

“Fit for Life! – a physical activity
promoting initiative has been supported
by Astellas since 2016, with a mantra to
see “more transplant recipients, more
active, more often”. This initiative was
designed to promote physical activity
after transplantation and get recipients
active.”
In Poland, we promote this initiative
to prevent negative effects of taking
immunosuppressants
and
steroids
against transplant rejection, such as
excess weight, arterial hypertension,
diabetes,
high
cholesterol
level
and osteoporosis. Regular physical
activity improves the quality of life
after transplantation and gives selfesteem and autonomy from the family.
An added value is being qualified to
represent the country, taking part in the
World Transplant Games and European
Championships, winning medals and
meeting new friends. Organised physical
activities and presenting the proper way
of exercising help transplant patients to
develop a training programme at home.
Fit for Life! in Poland was financed with
the funds of the “Sport for Everybody”
programme, the Ministry of Sport and
Tourism, Ak-Pol Promotion Centre, donors
and private contributions.
Krystyna Murdzek
Poland
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New Fit for Life! Ambassadors

Announcing Nine
New Fit for Life!
Ambassadors
Fit for Life! continues to grow with nine enthusiastic new
ambassadors being appointed
The Fit for Life! initiative, proudly supported by Astellas Pharma
Inc, has the dual role of helping inspire all transplant recipients
to lead active lives post-transplant and to demonstrate to the
global public the importance of organ and tissue donation.
These appointments will be for a period of two years. The
WTGF will continue to work closely with its member country
organisations to grow Fit for Life! as an initiative complementing
the work of the WTGF with the staging of the World Summer and
Winter Transplant Games.

Lara Beekman
Switzerland
Age: 44 – Liver recipient
“I would love to inspire transplant
patients to make sport part of their daily
lives. Speaking four languages makes
it easier to communicate with all kinds
of people and share this important
message.”

Peter Champion

Jennifer Dicker

Pablo Garcia

Australia
Age: 58 – Liver recipient

Australia
Age: 26 – Kidney recipient

Colombia
Age: 29 – Kidney recipient

“I remember when I asked my physician
what is the best thing that I can do to
prepare for my transplant? He answered,
“be positive and keep fit” and so I
did. I took it easy but still I would ride
whenever I could. Diet and exercise is my
mantra and is what I preach to everyone.”

“I realised it would be easy to remain
inactive and I would need to put in real
effort. With determination and intensive
physiotherapy, I managed to re-build
muscle strength, bone density and regain
the ability to walk.”

“I always start my training by feeling my
kidney, and using the strength of the
donor that lives within me.”
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New Fit for Life! Ambassadors

Henk Goris

Alexandre Humeau

Linda Petrovski

South Africa
Age: 26 – Kidney recipient

France
Age: 25 – Liver Transplant

Australia
Age: 50 – Kidney recipient

“Four Hours now has an absolute new
meaning for me. From not moving an inch
at a dialysis session, it is now possible for
me to cover 100 kilometres in the same
amount of time using my own strength.”

“My aim is to make people speak about
this subject, to answer questions, and to
prove that’s it’s more than saving a life.
Powered by the gift of life is my motto.”

“I believe that becoming fit and healthy
through regular exercise and nutritious
eating has ultimately saved my life. My
passion now is to give back by being the
best I can be and leading by example.”

The full profiles for the
WTGF Fit for Life! Ambassadors
can be found at
wtgf.org/current-ambassadors.
If you are interested in
becoming an ambassador
please see the World Transplant
Games Federation website
wtgf.org/ambassadors or write
to us on fitforlife@wtgf.org/.

Hermann Steyn

Heilie Uys

South Africa
Age: 66 – Heart recipient

South Africa
Age: 64 – Kidney recipient

“My transplant has given me a renewed
appreciation for my body, my life and
also helped to shift my perspective. I am
now living a full life again.”

“Physical activity is not just a selected
option but part of my daily living.”
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Kim Renyard
Executive Manager
kim.renyard@wtgf.org
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World Transplant Games 2019
NewcastleGateshead, UK
17th – 24th August 2019

Runners gearing
up for the 5k
Donor Run on the
NewcastleGateshead
quayside

British Games sponsor extends support
to World Games in 2019

“The
Westfield
Health
British
Transplant
Games
NewcastleGateshead
2015
were a truly fantastic event, I’m
confident athletes from across
the globe will have a great time
in 2019 and I’m delighted that
we are once again able to lend
our support as major sponsors, but
this time of the World Games.”

bridges, the landmark Angel of the North
and some of the UK’s most prestigious
sports venues – including Gateshead
International Stadium.
The World Transplant Games 2019 will
benefit from this track-record with a
sporting programme delivered across
indoor and outdoor venues in the
very heart of the city. To help Games
visitors make the most of their stay, the
NewcastleGateshead Local Organising
Committee are planning an exciting
cultural and social programme that
will bring athletes, visitors and local
communities together during
the Games.
Graham Wylie, Chair of
the World Transplant

Games NewcastleGateshead 2019, said:
“Westfield Health has shown an ongoing
commitment to the transplant cause and
I’m delighted that they have once again
demonstrated this valued support by
sponsoring the World Transplant Games
NewcastleGateshead 2019.”
“The Games are an inspiring way
to demonstrate the benefits of
transplantation and encourage transplant
patients to regain fitness as well as
raise awareness and encourage more
people to sign the donor register. Having
Westfield Health on board as sponsors
goes a long way to helping us achieve
these important goals.”
NewcastleGateshead 2019 LOC
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UK health and wellbeing company,
Westfield Health, has stepped up its
support for Transplant Sport as the first
major sponsor of the World Transplant
Games NewcastleGateshead 2019,
augmenting more than a decade of
support for the British Transplant Games.
Speaking about the sponsorship,
Westfield Health Chairman Graham
Moore, said: “Westfield Health has
been a strong supporter of the British
Transplant Games since 2008 and we
are absolutely delighted to see the UK
host the World Transplant Games 2019
in NewcastleGateshead.”

Every
year,
NewcastleGateshead
welcomes millions of visitors from
across the globe to a range of sporting
and cultural events set against the
iconic backdrop of the River Tyne and its
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Turning Innovative Science
into Value for Patients
Astellas is committed to turning innovative science into medical solutions that bring value and hope
to patients worldwide. Every day, we work together to address unmet medical needs with a focus on
urology, oncology, immunology, nephrology and neuroscience as prioritized therapeutic areas while
advancing new therapeutic areas and discovery research leveraging new technologies/modalities.
We remain dedicated to meeting patients’ needs, and our support for them will never waver.
At Astellas, we’re focused on making changing tomorrow a reality.

astellas.com

